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Very authentic Italian food, I would highly recommend this restaurant!!!! One of the best fine dining we had
in NY. The Lasagna is voted number 1 for me. The reason I said that because I am not a big fan of lasagna but
this was the best one! Highly recommended even though it was a bit pricey but all worth the money. At the
time what he said seemed not that out of the ordinary but after, it was shocking. This guy, his entire family in
tow, said that he had come back for dinner at this Italian restaurant off of Fifth Avenue a second night in a
row. I would have figured, after finishing my own dining experience here, that this place survives on Times
Square tourists who wander in for a "classic Italian" meal in New York City. From the looks of the place, it
would seem that would be what you would get. It really does seem like a place where someone could get a
hearty home cooked meal. And the greeting staff is very friendly, humorous, and full of the kind of worldly
banter that makes you feel at home. The waitstaff is a little less attentive but still acceptable. But, ugh, the
food. But this dish seemed to go out of its way in the other direction and was so bland that I could taste neither
potatoes or cream. And I really tried to make my tastebuds work it out because I really wanted to like the
place. But in the end, I just felt ripped off. It was on the dime of my company since I was on a business trip
though, thankfully. It would definitely be a good place to stop by for a drink for a local but now I know why
only other tourists seemed to be there. Not a great Italian restaurant by any stretch of imagination. The pros are
as follows: I could go on and on about the negatives about this place. I ordered spaghetti with meatballs
because the reviews scared me off of every other thing I was going to order. The meatballs were over cooked
and were rubber. My friends were happy with what they ordered but I tasted some of the linguini carbonara
and it was pretty bland and tasteless. Olive Garden is a better Italian restaurant than this place. The only reason
I can come up with about why this place is still in business is because they can scam tourists who are only here
because of the proximity to Times Square. The food is ok, but not worth the price. The bread was at least a day
old, the pasta frescoes and the fettuccini carbonara were over cooked. Fantastic place on the block. I have
there many times and always found Via Italia to be the best! Mario the owner is fantastic, and the entire wait
staff is terrific. Plus, I am consistently amazed by the pours of both wine and spirits. This place is a secret
gem. Went here on a lark. The place I wanted to go to, was a couple of doors over. Saw Via Italia and decided
to go there. The place was nearly empty, which I should have taken as a warning. First off,the waiter forgot
our menus. From there On, it was all downhill. Ordered Chardonnay and was given Riesling. Told the waiter
and asked for a beer instead. Ordered a Pierino but got a Heineken. Let that one slide. My girlfriend and I both
ordered a bowl of Pasta Fagipoli. When we got our soups, they both looked like bowls of dirty sink water with
beans and noodles thrown in. I could tell by looking at them, they were going to be horrible. Worst we ever
tasted. Our entrees were very average. Little to no flavor. Dish was screaming for flavor. All we could do was
add salt. The ambiance in this place is decent. They really need to focus on improving their food quality. Wish
I could give this place a better rating. But the service was error prone and food was terrible. Zero music or
ambiance. Cold bread and cold butter. The crostini came as soggy bread doused in tomato sauce and topped
with melted cheese. Servers were more concerned with where the silverware and plates were than the food or
service. Server nearly dumped one plate while refusing to let us touch another plate as he struggled to put
down on the table. Ravioli was fine, but nothing special. The lasagna came loaded with meat and apparently
the same sheet of mozzarella melted on top. Scallops were cooked well, but the shrimp were very overdone.
There was no seasoning on any dish. No spice or herb outside of parsley for show. We asked for the check and
waited another15 min to get it. Server only asked us about the food when we were leaving. The chicken
Francese served at Via Italia is the very best I have ever eaten. Classic white table cloth Italian restaurant,
good service, lots of charm. I went here for lunch. I had the pre-fix lunch. I had the clam soup, chicken
parmigiana, and tiramisu dessert. It also brings a glass of wine and coffee. I loved the food, specially the fresh
mozzarella cheese the chicken parm brought. I also noticed that the Staff was very friendly. They go above
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and beyond to make you feel welcome and comfortable. I would definitely visit again. What can I say, this
restaurant is magnificent. My favorite meal is the penne arrabiata. Great food great service and a great owner.
Come by and try some amazing Italian food at affordable prices. Charming Italian ristorante offering great
Italian food, good music and good service and friendly staff, The best Italian rest. Food was good but service
was hit and miss. Food was authentic but again service was a very slow. We were starving and wanted Italian
and this was the closest place. I went a few weeks ago with friends for dinner, and it was great. The food was
amazing, good sized portions. The wait staff was attentive without being overbearing. By the time we left it
was like we were old friends with the owner and the waiters who offered us complimentary after dinner
drinks. I would absolutely recommend Via Italia and I will be returning. Highly inflated tourist trap prices,
mediocre food at best, and a rude, surly staff. Save yourself a lousy experience and skip this dump. Stay away
from here. Really good, right across from the Cambria. I have eaten Italian in NYC many many times and the
simplicity of gnocchi bolognase was outstanding paired with crusty warm Italian bread and a couple of Stella
Artois made for an awesome homemade experience. I had spaghetti and meatballs. Via Italia Restaurant This
business has been claimed by the owner or a representative. Learn more reviews.
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It is one of the party and play capitals of Europe. Opening hours are unrestricted and you can party round the
clock. Many bars, clubs and parties seem to have a darkroom. The beers are cheap and the guys hot! City gay
guide Sydney Sydney is a very gay friendly and liberal city, mostly know for the great weather, the Opera
House and Bondi Beach. The vibrant nightlife offers many gay bars and clubs that cater to all ages and tastes.
The annual Mardi Gras is one of the biggest gay events in the worlds. So you know mate, Sydney never
sleeps! City gay guide Mykonos Mykonos is one of the most famous Greek gay islands known for its
picturesque white painted villages. It has a great and cosmopolitan nightlife where visitors from all over the
world party after a day of relaxing and sun tanning on one of the beautiful white gay beaches. Via Nighttours
and GayMykonos. Island gay guide Istanbul Mysterious Istanbul, the city where West meets East and which is
becoming more and more popular with gay visitors. Istanbul has a trendy gay friendly nightlife with many
contemporary restaurants, bars and clubs. Or relax and enjoy a typical Turkish bathhouse, the hamam. City
gay guide Rio de Janeiro Rio de Janeiro is the capital of the world famous carnival at the Sambadrome. You
can spend your day at the Ipanema gay beach and watch all the boys go by. Photos of April Tickets Make sure
to book your tickets to the parties in time. Most of the parties listed will sell out. In our Amsterdam Gay Pride
special you can find a complete and objective overview of all events and parties during the Amsterdam gay
pride weekend. Clubs and parties In our Amsterdam Gay Pride special you can find a complete and objective
overview of all events and parties during the Amsterdam gay pride weekend. Clubs and parties test Country by
country they will all march into the stadium, bringing the colours of the world to Cologne. Music, dance,
entertainment, commemorations, a bit of politics New York New York, the city that never sleeps. All cliches
are true. Shopping, arts, theatre, tv shows, fashion, architecture and massive gay nightlife.
3: Ciao! Manhattan - Movie Reviews and Movie Ratings | TV Guide
VivsGuide Manhattan: An Undercover Look at the City's Cheap Eats is the back-to-school book of the season, according
to the Metro New York newspaper.

4: Local's Guide to Greenwich Village of Manhattan | VIVA Lifestyle & Travel
The Manhattan Viva Wireless Mouse combines a modern, nimble design with advanced Bluetooth performance for easy
installation and operation. Its top-mount push button instantly shifts resolution among // dpi to suit a wide range of
applications, including routine tasks and games requiring a fine touch.

5: 10 of the best new affordable hotels in New York City | Travel | The Guardian
Look what he is doing?Amir Liaquat cheap tactics to increase program rating.

6: NY Daily News - We are currently unavailable in your region
Find helpful customer reviews and review ratings for VivsGuide Manhattan: An Undercover Look at the City's Cheap
Eats at www.enganchecubano.com Read honest and unbiased product reviews from our users.

7: Local's Guide to Midtown District of Manhattan NYC | VIVA Lifestyle & Travel
Vivsguide Cheap Eats Manhattan by Aviva Geiger (Editor) starting at $ Vivsguide Cheap Eats Manhattan has 1
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available editions to buy at Alibris.
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